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Studies in our laboratory have shown that polyadenylation of bacterial mRNA is a common phenomenon, in 
contrast to general belief. Poly(A)RNA constitutes a surprisingly large fraction of mRNA in Escherrchia coli, 
Bacillus subtilis, and Bocilius brevis. cDNA can be synthesized from bactenal poly(A)RNA using reverse 
transcriptase only in the presence of oligo(dT) pnmer, thus providing independent evidence that bacterial mRNA 
is polyadenylated. This facilitated the construction of a cDNA library from poly(A)RNA of B. subtilis. The 
?-terminal sequences adjacent to the poly(A) moiety has been determined in some clones. We have also examined 
the polyadenylation of specific E. coli mRNAs. They include the relatively stable mRNA for the outer membrane 
lipoprotein (lpp) as well as the mRNA for tryptophan synthase (trpA), which serves as paradigm for relatively 
unstable mRNAs encoding intracellular proteins. So far, all the specific gene transcripts we have probed in 8. 
mhrilb and in E. coli were found to be polyadenylated. 
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1. Introduction 

Poly(A) sequences a t  the 3'-end have long been recognized as a characteristic structural 
feature of eucaryotic mRNA. Nevertheless, the function of poly(A) sequences has not yet 
been elucidated in molecular terms, although various possibilities have been suggested'. 
Until recently, it was generally accepted that post-transcriptional reactions leading to 
3'-polyadenylation of mRNA did not occur in bacterial cells. However, through the 
development of an improved RNA isolation procedure, it was possible to demonstrate that 
large amounts of polyadenylated RNA exist also in E. coli, B. subtilis, and B. breuis2. 
Characterization of bacterial poly(A)RNA has revealed much shorter poly(A) tracts than 
in eucaryotes, associated with metabolically unstable molecules that are functional 
~ R N A s ' - ~ .  More recently, it has been possible to identify poly(A) sequences at the 
3'-termini of specific bacterial mRNA molecules, leaving no doubt that polyadenylation 
is an important attribute of procaryotic as well as of eucaryotic I ~ R N A ' . ~ .  
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2. Detection of poly(A)RNA in digeeeent bacterial species 

Making use of our one-step RNA isolation procedure, involving lysis by proieinase ~i~ 
the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate, and adsorption to oligo(dT)-cellulose, we have been 
able to detect substantial amounts of poly(A)RNA in pulse-labelcd RNA of B. subtilisand 
E. coli as well as B. brevis2. As shown in Table I, about 20% of pulse-labeled RNA was 
polyadenylated, whereas stable RNA species were devoid of poly(A). 

Our result contrasts with that of earlier workers7 who found much lower levels of 
poly(A)RNA in E. coli. This discrepancy is due to the fact that bacter~al poly(A)RNA IS 

selectively lost during the phenol extraction procedure customarily used for RNA isolation 
but avoided in our studiesz. 

Table I 
Proportion of &(A)-RNA in pulse-la&led RNA from different bacterial 
species 

Organism Stage of growth Labeled precursor O/. poly(A)-RNA' 

B. breuis 
B. brevis 
B. brcm 
B. brevis 

R. subrdis 
B. subtilis 
B. suhnlis 

E. coli 
E. coli 

Exponential 
Exponential 
Sporulating 
Sporulating 

Exponential 
Exponential 
Sporulating 

Exponential 
Exponential 

'Per cent of radioactive RNA adsorbed to oligo(dT)-cellulose at high ionic 
strength and eluted by water. 
'A 1-hour incubation with unlabeled adenosine (0.4mM) followed the 
pulse-labeling period. 

3. Characterization of poly(A)RNA from bacteria 

Fifteen to twenty per cent of pulse-labeled RNA in B. subtilis was found to bind to 
oligo(dT)-cellulose at high ionic strength, an indication of the presence of poly (A) sequences 
After treatment with pancreatic and TI ribonucleases, 10-15% of purified [3H]adenosine. 
labeled poly(A)RNA but only 0.5% of C3H] uridine-labeled poly(A)RNA retained the ability 
to bind to oligo(dT)-cellulose. This indicated that the poly(A) sequences were covalentlY 
linked to other RNA sequences and constituted about 3-5% of the total nucleotide 
residues." 

In order to determine the position of the poly(A) tracts in the RNA molecub 
C3Hladenosine-labeled RNA was treated with pancreatic and TI ribonucleases, and the 
resulting poly(A) tracts were digested with snake venom phosphodiesterase in the absenffi 
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and in the przsence of bacterial alkaline phosphatase. In the absence of alkaline phosphatase, 
50-65% of the poly(A) tracts were digested, indicating that they were originally located at 
the 3'-end of the RNA molecule. On the other hand, the remaining 35-50% of the poly(A) 
tracts must have been separated from the 3'-terminus by at least one nuclcotide residue. 
These results are very similar to those obtained with poly(A)RNA from 8. breois3. 

The gze distribution of the poly(A) tracts obtained by RNasc T1 and A digestion of 5. 
subtilis RNA was dctermined by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The wcight-average 
length was 49 nucleotide residues and the number-average length 37 residues, values that 
were aboul 20% lower than those found with B. bre~is~.~. We compared the ability of 
different RNA fractions to serve as a template for protein synthesis in the cell-free system 
from E. coli MZ9. As shown in fig. 1, poly(A)RNA was about eight times more effective 
in stimulating [3H]leucine incorporation than unfractionated RNA or non-poiy(A)RNA4. 
Hybridization experiments using the method of Southern have shown that many different 
types of RNA sequences are polyadenylated, and also that most poly(A)RNA species have 
an unadenylated counterpart4. Our earlier studies discovered a c-GMP-sensitive intra- 
cellular 3-exonuclease in 5. hrevis as a major factor in mRNA degradations. We found 
that non-poly(A)RNA was rapidly hydrolyzed by the 3'-exonuclease whereas poly(A)RNA 
was quite resistant, indicating some link of mRNA stability to polyadenylation9. 

FIG. 1. Effect of RNA concentration on [%]leucine 
incorporation into protein in an E. coli cell-free system 
by using various types of RNA from B. subtilis. Total 
RNA, poly(A)RNA, and non-poly(A)RNA were iso- 
lated, messenger activity of these RNA fractions was 
assayed by using E. coli MZ9 extract, and ['Hlleucine 
incorporation into protein was measured as described. 
P0lylA)RNA ( a ) ,  total RNA (0). and non- 
P~~YIA)RNA(O). 



4. Construction of a cDNA library from pdy(A)WNA of R. scrbtilis 

We have shown in fig. 2 that poly(A)RNA from 5. slibtilis can serve as a template for the 
synthesis of complementary DNA by reverse transcriptase using oligo(dT) as primerL0. ~h~ 
cDNA thus synthesized can serve as template for double-stranded cDNA synthesis. ~h~ 
ds cDNA could be inserted into the PstI site of pBR322 and cloned in E. coli DH1. The 
cDNA. inserts from a few cloned recombinant pBR322 plasmids were transferred to 
M13mp18 bacteriophage for sequence determination1'. DNA sequences of the sense strand 
for six such clones are shown in fig. 3. The length of the poly(A) sequence observed ranged 
from 4--19 adenylate residues and was followed by at least one translation termination 
codon in one of the possible reading frames. A search for common elements in the six 
cloned cDNA segments revealed no sequences that could give rise to a consistent pattern 
of RNA secondary structure. Indeed, a striking aspect of the DNA sequences was the 
paucity of elements that could give rise to RNA secondary structure, with no regions of 
dyad symmetry involving more than &vecontiguous base pairs. On the other hand, asindicated 
by underlining in fig. 3, five of the six sequences had in common the element T~GTC,  
mostly far upstream from the start of the poly(A) tract, and four of the six had the sequence 
ATT;: just adjacent lo the poly (A). It is of interest that the laltcr sequence (AmG%) occurs 
frequently in the 3'-untranslated region of a large number of E. roli and B. suhtilis operons 
and may perhaps have a role in RNA processing. In conclusion, our results constitute 

FIG. 2. Comparison of tkmplate activity lor cDNA 
synthesis for various RNA fractions. Standard reactions 
were done to measure C3H]dTMP incorporation into 
cDNA using varying amounts or different RNA. 
Poly(A)RNA (e), total RNA (O), and nbnsamal 
RNA (A). 
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-80 
C t w e  20: 

-7 0 
TTCCTTCGTTTTCGTTTGAAT 

- 1 0  
TTTCATTAA~?GA T - ~ ~ ? . G A c c T ~ G ' ~ c c T c G M * ; ~ ' ~ c A T R ~ T T G ~ ~ ' c A G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ( A ,  ICI 

* * * * *  

Ro. 3. Partial nucieotide sequence of the oligo(adcny1ate)-containing terminal regon of B. subtrlrs cDNA cloned 
in M13m~18. The sequences shown are those of the strands with oli~o(dA) adlacent to the oligo(dC)-termini and 
the numben ind1cate;he distance from the start of the oligo(dA) tract. The &tative consensus sequences ATGF 
and TZGTC are indicated bv underlinin~ or asterisks. resllectivelv. The ~otcntial translation termination codons . . 
closes; to the oligo(dA) trac; that definean uninter&ed reading frame are indicated by italics. 

independent and direct evidence for the existence of bacterial poly(A)-containing mRNA. 
This is the first report on the construction of cDNA library in procaryotes. 

5. Polyadenylation of specific messages in E. coli 

To elucidate the biological function of polyadenylation, we have undertaken a systematic 
study of polyadenylation of several specific mRNAs from E. eoli. We studied in detail two 
mRNAs, those encoded by the I p p S  and trpA6 genes. lpp  is a monocistronic gene, expressed 
constitutively, represents the most abundant and one of the most stable mRNAs in E. coli 
and its product is a structural protein that is secreted through the cytoplasmic membrane. 
On the other hand, trpA gene is a part of a poiycistronic biosynthetic operon under 
repression and transcription attenuation control and bas a short half life typical of most 
E. coli mRNAs. These studies involved purification of specific mRNA from E. coli 
transformed with a plasmid carrying the specificgene which is deletedfrom the chromosome. 
Several lines of evidence: (i) isolation of poly(A) tract after digestion with RNase A and TI, 
(ii) depolyadenylation by treatment with RNase H and oligo(dT), and (iii) synthesis 01 
cDNA by reverse transcriptase with oligo(dT),, and specific mRNA as template indicated 
that both mRNAs are extensively polyadenylated. In view of the quite different functions 
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Table I1 
Cornparisam oipolyadenylation of trpA mRNA with Ipp mRNA - 
Type of RNA D y r e e  of poiyadenylarion of 

~ ....-. -- 
trpA mRNA 

- -- -- 
4: Poly(A)-RNA Poly(A) length )-WNA PolyIA) length (bp) 

-. - --- .. -- . -- 

Steady sta!e 36 9 47 9 
Newly synthesized 48 15 -20 42 10-15 
In uitro synihesned 45 14 50 15 

of thesc mRNAs, it is of interest to compare their levels of polyadenylation (Table 11). The 
values obtained for the poly(A) length and poly(A)RNA content of the two different 
messages were very similar in both newly synthesized or steady-state Icvels. The striking 
similarities indicate that polyadenylation of mRNA may be a general phenomenon in 
E. coli, unrelated to the specific physiological role of the mKNA. Using the same 
experimental approaches, we have been able to show that many other genes, e.g. alkaline 
phosphatase, tet gene, ampicillin and ompA gene, have polyadenylated mRNA. This is also 
true lor several genes, e.g. gluhimine synthetase, aspartokinase 11, DNA gyrase, recF, metC, 
in 5. subtilis. 

6, Biosynthesis of poly(A) at the 3'-end of mRNA 

In view of the fact that the trpA and Ipp genes and their 3'-untranslated region contain no 
continuous deoxyadenylate sequences larger than five nucleotides, one can conclude that 
the polyadenylate moiety is added post-transcriptionally. To study the enzymatic process 
of polyadenylation, eariler we used permeable E. coli cells which are capable of synthesizing 
~ o ~ ~ ( A ) R N A ' ~ .  Using permeable cells of E. coli with a deletion in the chromosomal IPP 
or trpA gene but transformed with a plasmid carrying the desired specific gene, we were 
also able to synthesize polyadenylated lpp mRNA or rrpA mRNA5.'; the maximum 
length of poly(A) tracts associated with the specific mRNA in nitro was 14 nucleotide 
residues. 

7. Conclusion 

We have made considerablc progress in demonstrating unambiguously the presence of 
polyadenylated RNA in B. subtilis and E. coli and showing that poly(A) sequences are 
associated with defined mRNA species. In the light of this fact, it is apparent that the 
process of transcription termination is closely interlined with polyadenylation and various 
kinds of 3'-terminal processing of mRNA in procaryotes. Extensive studies in all these areas 
may clarify the picturc in the future. 
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